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 Conventional wisdom is that projected warming in the Arctic will drive an 

increase in the frequency and duration of winter thaw events.  

 

 Winter thaws modify the physical properties of snow (albedo, density, grain 

size, thermal conductivity), generate winter runoff and have potentially 

significant impacts on the surface energy budget, hydrology and soil thermal 

regime 

 

 The refreezing of melt water can also create ice layers that adversely impact 

the ability of ungulate travel and foraging 

 

 Winter thaw events inferred from surface air temperature data may 

overestimate the frequency of these events as the thermal inertia of the 

snowpack is not taken into account 

 

 Satellite passive microwave (PMW) able to detect winter melt events from 

liquid water in the snowpack – provides a potentially more realistic estimate 

of the frequency of thaw events that can impact snow properties 

Introduction – importance of winter thaw events  



Study Objectives:  

 

 Compare the frequency and spatial pattern of winter thaw events 

estimated from reanalysis surface air temperature series and from 

PMW 

 

  Examine trends in thaw events from reanalyses and PMW over 

1988-2013 period 

 

 Highlight the sensitivity of trend results to the definition of the winter 

period 

 

 Present results of projected change in winter thaw events over the 

Arctic from the Canadian Regional Climate model CanRCM4 
 



Definition of winter thaws in reanalyses  

• Period of above-freezing air temperatures during winter persisting for 

1 or more days (to avoid confusion with diurnal melt/freeze cycles 

typically encountered during the spring) with a return to below-freezing 

air temperatures 

 

• Has a defined start (warming through 0ºC), end (cooling through 0ºC) 

duration (days), and intensity (sum of thawing degree-days)   

 

• We are interested in the potential of winter thaws to generate ice layers, 

so there is an additional criterion of there being snow on the ground (10 

cm depth) 

 

• “Winter” defined as the period between the 0ºC crossing dates (centred 

30-day running mean of daily mean air temperature)  

 

• Annual number of thaw days used for climatology and trend analysis 
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Schematic of winter thaw definition for Iqualuit mean 
daily air temperatures, 2011-2012 (applied to the 
reanalyses with an additional condition that a snow 
cover is present). 
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SSM/I and SSMIS   

EASE-Grid 25km 

1988-to 2014
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Define start of spring         

Wang et al., (2013)  
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Definition of winter melt 
events from passive 
microwave satellite data 
 
Wang et al. (2016) The 
Cryosphere Discussions (in 
review) 

Analysis restricted to period 
from 1988 due to gaps in the 
satellite record in the earlier 
period 



Data sources:  

 ERA-interim: Dee et al. (2011), 1979- 

• ~0.7º lat/long 

• Daily mean air temperature (from 6-hourly values) 

• Snow depth threshold of 10 cm to limit thaw events to period with snow   

 

 MERRA: Rienecker et al (2011), 1980- 

• 0.5º lat by 0.75º long 

• Daily mean air temperature (from 6-hourly values) 

• Snow cover threshold of 4 mm to limit thaw events to period with snow  

 

 PMW: winter melt events from Wang et al (2016, TC in review), 1988-2013 

• Winter period defined by date of snow cover onset and date of main melt 

onset 

• Melt events detected from 19 and 37 GHz brightness temperatures 

 

 CanRCM4: Arctic CORDEX run, historical and RCP8.5 (1950-2100) 

• 0.22º resolution, driven by CanESM2 

• Same thaw event criteria as MERRA 



The average number of melt days (NMD) from PMW 

and reanalyses over 1988-2013   

PMW  PMW-fixed 

winter period   

ERA-Interim 

MERRA 
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Mann-Kendall trends in PMW winter melt events 

(days/26yr) over 1988-2013  

PMW – varying 

winter 

PMW - fixed 

winter period 

Points with 

sig (0.05) 

local trends 

Points with 

sig (0.05) 

local trends 



ERA-interim MERRA 

Mann-Kendall Z-score for trend in winter thaw events 

over 1988-2013  

Very different trends results; MERRA results more similar to PMW 
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Comparison of regionally averaged winter thaw event freq over 

Ungava Peninsula (60-63N, 70-80W) 

• The two series are reasonably coherent up to 2001 when numerous 

changes in data assimilation streams occur from new satellite data coming 

online. Note major discrepancy in 2013. 



Winter thaw events in CanRCM4 – Arctic 

CORDEX 0.22 deg run, historical and rcp8.5 

Mean annual number of winter thaws, 1988-2013 

ERA-interim 
CanRCM4 

driven by 

CanESM2 

Same spatial patterns but CanRCM4 has higher thaw frequencies. The higher 

resolution of CanRCM4 may be a contributing factor. 
 

[note to self: test this by comparing results for CanRCM4 driven by ERA-interim]  



CanRCM4 projected change in annual 

winter thaw event frequency, RCP8.5 

1976-2005 

2070-2099 

2080 Change 

(events/yr) 

• Decrease in thaw frequency projected over 

Europe (shorter winter season, loss of seasonal 

snow cover) 

• Increases projected over Alaskan interior and 

Pacific coast of Russia 



Conclusions 

• Winter thaw events are more frequently encountered during the 2nd half of 

the snow season (March-April) over the continental margins (e.g. Alaska, 

Eastern Canada, Scandinavia): they are relatively rare events over the 

Arctic and interior of continents   

• Winter thaw events from reanalysis surface temperature series over-

estimate the freq of events generating snow melt as inferred from PMW 

data 

• Large differences in winter thaw frequency climatologies and trends 

between ERA-interim and MERRA 

• Little evidence of significant changes in thaw events over 1988-2013 

period from PMW and MERRA 

• Projected changes in thaw event freq show contrasting results between 

Europe (decreases) and Alaska (increases). Shortening of the winter 

period and reduction/elimination of snow cover are driving decreases over 

Europe.   

• Analysis of trends and projected changes in winter thaw frequency require 

an internally consistent definition of the winter period 



Thank you for your attention! 

 

Questions? 


